Legal
Notice
1. General aspects

Carefully read the following disclaimer regarding the web
site of FESTIVAL FIB, AIE.
1.1. Identifying data of Service Provider of the Information
Society.

In compliance with article 10 of Law No. 34/2002 on

Information Society Services and Electronic Commerce Law, we
hereby inform you that FESTIVAL FIB, AIE, with Tax ID No. V-40.609.406
manages

the

contents

of

this

website,

located

at

URL https://www.fiberfib.com with the address for all necessary
effects at C/de la Justicia, 4-2A.46004,Valencia.

FESTIVAL FIB, AIE.

Is registered in the Mercantile Registry of

Valencia, General, in volume 10721, book 8001, sheet 71, page
V-189386, inscription No. 1. In the event that you should want
to contact us, you may contact the above address or by
means of the application “Contact” found above.
1.2. Acceptance and validity of the General and Particular
Conditions
The navigation as well as the use and/or purchase of any of the
products offered on this Web page attributes the condition of
User and implies without reservation the full acceptance by the
User of each and every General Condition and, when
applicable, Particular Conditions existing at the moment when
said User accesses the corresponding Web page.
FESTIVAL FIB, AIE. Reserves the right to unilaterally extend and
modify at any time and without prior warning the
presentation, configuration, and contents of these Web
pages, as well as to temporarily suspend the presentation,
configuration, technical specifications and services of the
corresponding web in the same manner.

2. General Conditions of Use
of the web site

2.1.

User´s Obligations
By accessing or using the Website, the user must comply with
the present Terms of Navigation. All actions should comply
with the rights, customs, and requirements in good faith and
carried out with the corresponding diligence required by the
nature of services used and received. All users should refrain
from using the present web site in any form that could
impede, damage, or deteriorate the normal functioning of
the website, goods or rights of the owner FESTIVAL FIB, AIE.,
from the rest of the Users and, in general, from any third party.
In particular, but in no way that might imply any kind of
restriction on the general rule contracted by the User in the
previous section, the User is bound, when using the present
website to:
•

In the event that it is provided, the User must correctly

safeguard the “User´s Name” and the “Password” given to
User by FESTIVAL FIB, AIE., as identifying and enabling
elements to access the different services provided by the
corresponding web sites, committing themselves to neither
transfer their use nor allow access to third parties, and
assuming full responsibility for all legal damages that could
arise from an incorrect use of said services.
•

Not introduce, store or distribute on or from the website,

any information or material that might be deemed as
defamatory, slanderous, obscene, threatening, xenophobic
or that might lead to violence or to discrimination due to
race, sex, ideology, religion, or in any other form that
threatens the public moral, public order, the fundamental
rights, the public liberties, honor, intimacy, or the images of
third parties and, in general, that violates the current Spanish
regulations and the regulations of User´s country of
residence.
•

To not introduce, store or distribute on this web site any

computer program, data, virus, code, or any other file that
could cause damage or cause any type of alteration to the
web site, in any of the

Services or in any of the equipment, systems, or networks
belonging to FESTIVAL FIB, AIE or to any User, or to any third
party in general, that could impede the normal use of said
Services.
To not destroy, distort, use for its own usage, render useless
or damage the data, information, programs, or electronic
documents or in general the files of FESTIVAL FIB, AIE., of the
Users or of the third parties.
FESTIVAL FIB, AIE. Reserves the right at any time and without
prior warning, to modify the present General Conditions as
well as the Particular Conditions that, when applicable, are
included, by means of the publication of said modifications
on the web site to inform Users of said modifications.
2.2. Exclusion of Liability
The contents of this web page are provided merely for
informational and commercial purposes. FESTIVAL FIB, AIE is
exempt from any responsibility, either direct or indirect, that
could be derived from the use or application of the
information from this web other than its intended usage.
The user is the sole responsible party of the infringement to
the site or the damage that he/she could cause to Third
Parties for the improper or illegal use of this web page.
Strictly speaking, FESTIVAL FIB, AIE. Will not be held
responsible for:
•

Generally speaking, in regards to the inadequate use of

the web site. The users must make an adequate use of this
web site in accordance with the above terms and conditions,
while not holding the Owner liable for any possible misuse.
• With respect to possible technical deficiencies, FESTIVAL
FIB,

AIE.

will

not

be

held

responsible

under

any

circumstances, for any alterations in the service that may be
due to faults in the electric supply, in the data network
connection, in the server, or in any other features.
• With respect to all third party access to the system. FESTIVAL

FIB, AIE. will adopt all necessary technical measures to
protect the data and information that is accessed, but
without being responsible for third parties that, having
violated the established safety measures, access the
aforementioned information.
• FESTIVAL FIB, AIE. continually invests in new technologies
whose aim is to minimize the risk of virus and similar software,
and unauthorized information systems.

Nevertheless, the

User is aware that he/she must adopt measures to minimize
the possible damage due to unauthorized software, virus,
Trojans, and any other software know as malicious software
(malware), thereby exonerating FESTIVAL FIB, AIE. of all
responsibility that might result from the presence of malware
in the treatments available on the present web.
2.3. Use of hyperlinks
The Internet user who wishes to introduce links from their own
Webs to the Web Pages must comply with the following
requirements

detailed

below.

Ignorance

of

said

requirements does not constitute an excuse to prevent the
legal liabilities.
The link will only connect to the home page or the main page
of the Web page but will not reproduce it in any way (inline
links, text copies, graphics, etc.) It is strictly forbidden, in
accordance with the current applicable legislation at all
times, the establishment of frames of any kind
around any part of this Website or containing the Website
or allowing its contents to be viewed through Internet
addresses other than the corresponding Website and, in any
event, where contents not pertaining to the Website may be
jointly viewed so that it (1) may cause or lead the user to error,
confusion or deceit concerning the true and genuine source
of the services and contents of reference; (2) constitutes an
act of unfair comparison or imitation; (III) attempts to take
advantage of the reputation and prestige of the brand
FESTIVALFIB, AIE.; or (IV) is forbidden in any other way under
existing legislation.
The web page inserting the link shall not contain any kind of
false, inexact or incorrect statement about FESTIVAL FIB, AIE., its
address, employees, clients or about the quality of services
rendered.

In no event will the page bearing the link state that FESTIVAL
FIB, AIE. has given its consent for the use of the link or that it
otherwise sponsors, collaborates with, verifies, or supervises
the services of the sender.
The use of any denominative, graphic, or mixed brand or
another characteristic sign of FESTIVAL FIB, AIE. within the
sender´s web page except for those cases permitted by Law
or expressly authorized by FESTIVAL FIB, AIE., and whenever, in
these cases, a direct link with the page is permitted in the
manner established in this clause.
The page with the link must faithfully observe the law
and may under no condition contain or link to elements,
whether belonging to this page or to those of third parties
that: (I) are illicit, harmful or contrary to morality or good
conduct (pornography, violence, racism, etc.); (II) actually or
potentially create the false impression that FESTIVALFIB,AIE
subscribes, endorses, adheres to or otherwise supports the
ideas, statements or expressions, whether illicit or otherwise,
made by the sender; (III) are inappropriate for or not pertinent
to the activity of by virtue of the location, contents or theme
of the sender's Website. Likewise, the User will abstain from
including any hyperlink (hereafter, “link”) on the Web page
that contains illicit information or contents, contrary to the
moral code and good manners generally accepted and to
the public order.

2.4. Industrial and intellectual property
The structure, design, and form of presentation of the
available elements on the web (brands, tools, font code,
graphics, images, photographs, samples and materials that
appear in the same, industrial technologies, files, logotypes,
color combinations and any other element susceptible to
protection) are protected by the Intellectual and Industrial
Property rights of FESTIVAL FIB, AIE., or about those which
have obtained the corresponding user´s rights.
The reproduction, transformation, distribution, public
communication, given to the public use, and in general, any
other form of exploitation, partial or total of the elements
referred to in the previous section are prohibited. Publication
in any other websites or in any other digital or

written means of communication will require express consent
of the corresponding web, and in all cases, should make
explicit reference to the ownership of the aforementioned
intellectual property rights of FESTIVAL FIB, AIE.
The use of distinctive signs (brand names, commercial names)
is not permitted except with the express authorization of their
legitimate holders.

Unless expressly authorized by FESTIVAL FIB, AIE., the link to
“final pages” the “frame” and any other similar manipulation
is forbidden. The links should always be to the main page or
home page of the web site.
The infringement of any of these rights shall cause the
exercise of the appropriate judicial proceedings either civil or/
and criminal by FESTIVAL FIB, AIE. in defense of their interests.

2.5. Links to channel of the social network service provider
FESTIVAL FIB, AIE. Makes available to the users, through different
applications, means of links that permit the users to access the
Web site pages that FESTIVAL FIB, AIE. maintains in different
social networks managed by third parties (for example
Facebook, Twitter, etc.). The purpose of this inclusion is
to provide users with general information
on the company's products and services.
Nevertheless, the existence of these applications does not
imply any relation between FESTIVAL FIB, AIE. and the owner
of the social network, neither the acceptance on the part of
FESTIVALFIB, AIE. of the contents or services that its owner may
offer.
In no event does FESTIVAL FIB, AIE. share any type of private
or confidential information about its users with the social
networks in which it is present, with its only aim being the
objectives established in the General Conditions of Use. In
this sense, all information that the user wishes to supply to
these platforms will be sole responsibility of the user, and
FESTIVAL FIB, AIE. will not intervene in said process.
Given the fact that FESTIVAL FIB, AIE. has no control over the
contents included in said social networks, the user recognizes
and accepts that FESTIVAL FIB, AIE. assumes no responsibility
for the content or for the services that the user might access
on these pages.

Users must therefore exercise extreme

caution when using the linked social networks.
2.6. Links to other webs
FESTIVAL FIB, AIE. by means of its web, provides its users with
links to other sites therefore allowing its users to access these
web sites belonging to organizers of the different events.
In this event, just as stated previously, given that FESTIVAL FIB,
AIE. has no control over the content included in said webs
nor in the information systems of the companies that own
them, the user recognizes and accepts that FESTIVAL FIB, AIE.
assumes no responsibility whatsoever for the content or for

the services that the user may access on said pages. For this
reason, the user should meet the requirements of the
information processing policies that are available on the
corresponding web sites.
2.7. Communications
For any necessary communication,

send

an

email

to

gdpr@fiberfib.com or send a written communication to
FESTIVAL FIB,AIE., C/de la Justicia, 4-2A. 46004, Valencia.
2.8. Jurisdiction and applicable legislation
The terms and conditions that govern this website and the
relationships that could be derived are safeguarded by the
Spanish legislation.
Any discrepancies that may arise from accessing or using this
website belong to the jurisdiction of the courts of the city of
Valencia.

FESTIVAL FIB, AIE.
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